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 The opening narration for this film was performed by none other than the Ghost Host? (both names) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



Across
3. TRUE or FALSE: This movie was filmed in color.
7. What actor makes his Disney debut as Wilson 

Daniels? (Fred _________)
10. Dr. Mikhail Andrassy, the head of the spy ring, is 

#16 Down's _______.
12. What happens to Wilson Daniels after his son, 

Wilby tells him he has turned into a dog?
15. The mysterious item in #20 Across once 

belonged to this family.
18. What Mouseketeer made her Disney feature-

film debut in this film. (_______ Funicello)
20. What device transforms Wilby Daniels into the 

Shaggy Dog? (a bewitched ____)
22. What car does Wilby borrow after he borrows 

Buzz's to chase the spy ring? (two words)
24. The actor in #7 Across has the distinction of 

being the first to be declared a Disney 
_______.)

25. What is the name of #11 Down's shaggy dog?
26. What does the father, Wilson Daniels, hate more 

than anything?
27. What actress played the role in #16 Down? 

(Roberta _____)

Down
1. What is the name of the professor at the 

museum who informs Wilby about the 
mysterious object in #20 Across?

2. Wilson Daniels' son, Wilby was played by what 
popular child actor? (both names)

4. A sequel was made seventeen years after the 
release of "The Shaggy Dog," called "The 
______ _._."

5. Even though it is Wilby that uncovers the spy 
ring, what town mistakenly honors Wilson 
Daniels and #25 Across as heroes of the day?

6. Kevin Corcoran plays the role of Wilby Daniel's 
kid brother, named?

8. The Latin inscription that effects the 
transformation of man to dog reads, "In _____ 
_______ transmuto."

9. Who wrote the book, "The Hound of Florence" 
that provided the inspiration for this film? (both 
names)

11. What popular actor from the "Mickey Mouse 
Club" serials played the part of Buzz Miller?

13. TRUE or FALSE: Buzz Miller takes both Allison 
and Franceska to the Country Club Dance.

14. What is Wilson Daniels' profession?
16. What is the name of the pretty girl that moves in 

next door?  (_________ Andrassy)
17. The museum professor in #1 Down tells Wilby 

that "an act of _______ could break the spell."
19. Who starred in the sequel in #4 Down? (both 

names)
21. After telling the authorities that his son is a dog, 

Wilson Daniels is sent to a ______.
23. What role did the actress in #18 Across play in 

this film? (_______ D'Alessio)


